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Il tempo che è stato e che verrà
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There was a time when doing coincided with trying. Knowledge was accumulated with the perseverance of those
who slowly approached, by hapless or
happy attempts, the precision of a recipe to be handed down.
How many centuries will it have taken to extract
copper from chalcopyrite?
How many dry stone walls will have collapsed
before achieving lasting stability?
How many deaths will it have taken to test the
properties of what we eat or drink?
In this period, lasting millennia, what we
now call art was a means of communication with the otherworldly levels of life,
of the world, of time.
This is the starting point for Marco
Schiavone’s artistic research, which is
mainly based on the execution of manual techniques - learned from those
who handed them down or practised
through intuition - aimed at the creation
of artefacts that, however, at the time
of their public presentation no longer
exist. Immortalising the completion of
the process, before its dissolution, is the
documentation entrusted to photographic images, drawings and engravings. In
these works, maturity is not achieved in
the finalisation of the product as much
as in the historical, theoretical and practical research that marks its genesis.
The artist thus becomes the custodian of
fragments of immaterial culture - techniques such as those of dry stone walls
or slate roofs are part of the heritage of
knowledge recognised by Unesco and
the Intangible Search - that humanity
has been handing down, assimilating
and putting into practice for millennia.
More generally, the artist’s interest
focuses - perhaps a trace of his adolescence as a writer - on the analysis of
surfaces and coverings, whether natural
or artificial-architectural, that support or
surround human life and that bear the
traces of our passage and intervention
on them. The research on cup-marks
that Schiavone has been conducting for

over a year is part of this line of investigation and deepens it by reaching the
origins of the anthropic modifications of
the landscape and sinking into the roots
of mythical thought, abstract thought
and therefore art.

“The phenomenon of cupping is an elusive
and irritating archaeological and anthropological
theme. Elusive because of its extremely wide
spread in time and space, and irritating because
of the multiplicity of possible interpretations.
In other words, we do not possess the coordinates of typicality that are required of every
archaeological phenomenon in order for it to
be effectively located and historically read and
deciphered” writes Giovanni Rizzi, a South
Tyrolean scholar who has dedicated a
40-year career to the study of this form
of petroglyphs. Cup-marks have in fact
been made for millennia, one thinks
from the Neolithic to the Middle Ages,
in almost every corner of the planet:
Europe, Scandinavia, Africa, the Middle
East, Asia, Oceania, North and South
America. These hemispherical hollows
are difficult to date, because they are
subject to natural erosion, and dozens of
different theses have developed on their
use and meaning. The most well-established theses concern the representation
of constellations or geographical and
spatial reference points for orientation in
the territory - sort of maps, in short - and
the creation of altars or altars linked to
animist cults. Regarding the latter thesis,
cup-marks could have been used to
collect water, blood or animal fat as part
of fertility ceremonies.
Schiavone confronts these mysterious
and fascinating signs left by humanity
in the past by following a practice that
has the characteristics of ritual. The artist
goes in search of cup-marked boulders following maps found in books or
archaeological websites and indications
provided by professionals or enthusiasts.
During the first inspection, once he has
found the location of the site, he cleans
the surfaces - which are often covered
with moss, lichens, soil, weeds, leaves and takes an initial photograph or makes

drawings. A few days later, Schiavone
returns to the site at night and ‘lights’ the
cupels by photographing the fire that
removes the scene from darkness while
drawing an iridescent, ephemeral and
mysterious geometry. This act retraces
one of the possible interpretations that
archaeologists give of cupels as containers of a combustible liquid - animal
fat in ancient times, bioethanol that
leaves no marks on stone today - in
a rituality where fire symbolised energy, transformation, knowledge, light. A
series of meanings handed down over
the centuries according to a syncretism
that first brought this element into Roman homes and temples as the eternal
flame of the lararium and the temples of
Vesta, then into Catholic churches in the
form of an Easter candle, lit for 40 days,
a perpetual light that illuminates the
tabernacle, or even candles or fires lit
inside chapels, sanctuaries and in some
places of secular celebration such as
the tomb of the Unknown Soldier at the
Altare della Patria in Rome.
Schiavone’s work on cupels is, in the
artist’s own words: “the proof or the act
of synchronising and tracing the gesture that
an ancient and very different man made with
certainty and knowledge, with a knowledge and
a code that was incomprehensible to us but
obvious and sensible to him. Today, all certainty
is in vain, but the attempt at rapprochement is
present even only in the practice of doing, to the
exclusion of meaning and the attempt to understand the whole.
A focus on action brings knowledge closer together. This could work in reverse if a man from
8,000 years ago found himself reinterpreting a
printed photograph what would happen?”.

The result is a magical work that,
through drawing, engraving and photography - three media from different times,
prehistory, the Renaissance and the
modern age - reopens the “ruins of the
past to the unpredictable, to possible metamorphosis into something else”.
Let us close with the complete sentence, taken from the catalogue of the
exhibition “The empty pedestal” curated
by Marco Scotini in 2014 and hosted
at the Museo Civico Archeologico in
Bologna, from which the last inverted
comma is extracted: “L’archeologia non ha
la pretesa di riportare alla luce quello che c’è
stato, ma cerca di riaprire le rovine del passato
all’imprevedibile, alla loro possibile metamorfosi
in qualcos’altro. Nessuno di questi cosiddetti
archeologi (ndr. gli artisti e le artiste della mostra
bolognese) pratica un’arte delle rovine: tutti
agiscono sul tempo ma anche ‘contro’ il tempo,
a favore di un tempo che verrà. Né mirano a
prevedere qualcosa. Tutto quello che fanno è
permettere all’ignoto che bussa alla porta di
entrare”.
Here, we allow ourselves to use, by
extension, these beautiful words to describe the essence of Schiavone’s work.

Challenging the tendency that, from
positivism to today, pushes us to seek
definitive answers, Schiavone tackles an
unsolvable mystery to offer us a heuristic
reflection on some of the main characteristics that have marked the development of mankind: mythological and
abstract thinking. Two human peculiarities that marked the birth of spirituality,
storytelling and art.
Stefano Riba
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Turin (1990), lives and works in Turin. He studied graphic design at
the Academy of Fine Arts in Cuneo. In 2015 with a group of artists he
founded Spaziobuonasera, artist-run space in Turin, which investigated
the panorama of national and international contemporary art.

2022
(upcoming), project room
CAMERA, Torino (IT)
2019
Uno spazio banale e inutile,
che come tanti non avrebbe
veramente nessuna ragione di
esistere, curated by Giuseppe
Amedeo Arnesano, LO.FT, Lecce
(IT)
2017
Qualcosa che sta per qualcuno
al posto di qualcos’altro,
Spaziobuonasera, Torino (IT)

2022
Laboratorio Montagna, curated by
Andrea Lerda, Museo Nazionale
Montagna, Torino (IT)
L’ora Innocente, critic text by
Vincenzo Estremo, Société
Interludio, Torino (IT)
2021
Fabbrica del vapore, curated by
Artodays, Milano (IT)
2020
Latitudini quotidiane, international
photo festival (Photo Open Up)
curated by Carlo Sala, Musei Civici
Eremitani, Padova (IT)
Audi Studio, curated by Nevven
Gallery (SV)
Mountain Scenarios, Museo della
Montagna on digital platform,
curated by Andrea Lerda, Torino
(IT)
2019
Pelle d’oca, curated by Simona
Squadrito and Lisa Andreani, Villa
Vertua Masolo, Milano (IT)
La città di scambio, curated by
Stefania Margiacchi and Lisa
Andreani, Spaziosiena, Siena (IT)
Sabaudade, Las Palmas, Lisbon
(P)
Screen Thearing, Dimora Artica,
Milano (IT)
2018
1.000 eventi, Giuseppe Pero
gallery, Milano (IT)
Allenamento#01, Basis Frankfurt,
Frankfurt (D)
Art Verona, project Wax Pastels
Spaziobuonasera, Verona (IT)
2017
Arte Fiera, Giuseppe Pero gallery,
Bologna (IT)
2016
Via Torino, Giuseppe Pero gallery,
Milano (IT)
Toujours Béton, Slika Gallery, Lyon
(FR)

2019
Fondazione Francesco Fabbri,
finalist for contemporary
phtography

His research develops horizontally where the theme of the landscape
and the value of the image is the main focus, and is modified by taking
different forms using photography, installation, drawing and sculpture.
The first works in 2016 analyze the landscape, focusing on the
composition and color choice going to create images as to paint a
picture.
Then the research expands and landscape becomes actually the
central point, no longer from an aesthetic point of view and archive,
but in specific study of elements that characterize it and make it
recognizable.
The images are now built in detail, isolating some elements
characterize the environment and make it symbol of a place. His
works are often the result of a complex study between presence and
absence through the use of the visual image in many declinations to
understand how, an element can change and constrain reading.
In 2022 he getting the sponsorship of research by the Superintendence
of Cultural Heritage (IT), for the project on the phenomenon of
cupmaking with the contribution of scientific researchers and cultural
operators; in 2020-21 selected by CAMERA as an emerging artist for
Futures Photography, finalist of the FFF Fondazione Francesco Fabbri
(2019). His works have been exhibited in national and international
exhibitions such as: Museo Nazionale della Montagna, Turin; Sociètè
Interludio, Turin; Photo Open Up, Museo Eremitani, Padua; Audi Studio
by Nevven Gallery, Stockholm; Villa Vertua Masolo, Milan; Spaziosiena,
Siena; LOFT, Lecce, Italy; Las Palmas, Lisbon; Arte Fiera, Bologna;
Galleria Giuseppe Pero, Milano; BASIS, Frankfurt; Spaziobuonasera,
Torino.
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collection

issue
2022
•

L’ora Innocente, artist book with Giovanna Repetto,
Agathe Rosa, curated by Vincenzo Estremo,
edited by Société Interludio

2021
•

Reset - Futures Photography 2020, festival catalog

•

Spazio Doppio, interview for the Osservatorio
Futura

•

Artoday, interview for the Studio Visit column

•

Museo della Montagna, interview for the Mountain
Scenarious column

2020

OGR, Officine Grandi Riparazioni,
fondazione CRT, (TO)

•

Photo Open Up, festival catalog, curated by Carlo
Sala

•

Artoday, interview for Portraits column

2019

residence and study program
2021
CAMERA, Italian Photography
Center (TO)
2020
Futures, European Photography
Platform
2019
Spaziosiena, residence for the
show “La città di scambio”

•

Pelle d’oca, catalog curated by Simona Squadrito
and Lisa Andreani

•

Uno spazio banale e inutile, che come tanti non
avrebbe veramente nessuna ragione di esistere,
catalog curated by Giuseppe Amedeo Arnesano

•

“222 artisti emergenti su cui investire 2019”,
curated by Cesare Biasini Selvaggi for Exibart
edition

2018
•

PHROOM, interview by Lisa Andreani and Matteo
Cremonesi

•

Wax Pastels, edition with Spaziobuonasera, for Art
Verona

2017
•

Qualcosa che sta per qualcuno al posto di
qualcos’altro 30/30, artist book edited by
Spaziobuonasera

•

Spàzio, catalog with Ottavia Plazza edited by
Spaziobuonasera

2016
•

La mia piscina, artist book with Ottavia Plazza

•

Comfort Zone, artist book with Matteo Ceretto
Castigliano, Vittorio Parisi edited by Quiet
Propaganda Studio

•

Toujours béton, fanzine for Slika Gallery

workshop - experience
2021
Italia 90, contribution to the archive of artist’s books,
curated by Condominio, Milano (IT)
2020
Hotel Panorama - Futures edition, public program, talk
curated by CAMERA, Torino (IT)
Super Cavalli, contribution for Super Summer Extra
Pomeriggio, curated by Stefano Giuri, Toast, Firenze (IT)
2019
REPLICA, contribution to the archive of artist’s books,
curated by Lisa Andreani and Simona Squadrito, Milano
(IT)
Supercondominio II, assembly of the project spaces /
independent spaces, by Castello di Rivoli (IT)
2018
Supercondominio, assembly of the project spaces /
independent spaces, by Castello di Rivoli (IT)
2017
Cook your book, workshop for Politecnico di Torino, with
Byblos s.r.l., Fedrigoni and 70Magenta
Graphicus Magazine #6, editorial on: Design
comunication, with Quiet Propaganda Studio
2015
Spaziobuonasera, start the project Spaziobuonasera,
artist-run-space in Torino (IT)

